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We present a leptogenesis mechanism based on the standard type-I seesaw model that successfully op-
erates at right-handed-neutrino masses as low as a few 100 TeV. This mechanism, which we dub wash-in
leptogenesis, does not require any C P violation in the neutrino sector and can be implemented even in the
regime of strong wash-out. The key idea behind wash-in leptogenesis is to generalize standard freeze-out
leptogenesis to a nonminimal cosmological background in which the chemical potentials of all particles not
in chemical equilibrium at the temperature of leptogenesis are allowed to take arbitrary values. This sets
the stage for building a plethora of new baryogenesis models where chemical potentials generated at high
temperatures are reprocessed to generate a nonvanishing B−L asymmetry at low temperatures. As concrete
examples, we discuss wash-in leptogenesis after axion inflation and in the context of grand unification.

Introduction — The cosmic imbalance between matter and
antimatter [1, 2] represents clear evidence for new physics
beyond the Standard Model (SM). Early attempts to explain
the baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) related its ori-
gin to the C P-violating decays of heavy GUT particles in
grand unified theories (GUTs) [3–7]. It was, however, soon
realized that electroweak sphaleron processes [8] spoil this
explanation. In the early Universe, sphalerons nonpertur-
batively wash out baryon-plus-lepton number, B+L, which
is exactly the linear combination of charges generated dur-
ing standard GUT baryogenesis. This observation subse-
quently led to the proposal of leptogenesis [9], which links
the BAU to neutrino physics in the type-I seesaw exten-
sion of the SM [10–14] and which exploits the fact that
sphalerons do not violate baryon-minus-lepton number,
B−L. Indeed, during leptogenesis, the C P-violating decays
of right-handed neutrinos (RHNs) NI (I = 1,2, · · · ) first cre-
ate a lepton asymmetry (and hence nonzero B−L), which is
then converted by the SM interactions in the thermal bath,
including sphalerons, to a baryon asymmetry.

Standard thermal leptogenesis requires very large RHN
masses, MI & 109 GeV, in order to achieve sufficient C P vio-
lation during RHN freeze-out [15, 16]. This makes it hard to
directly probe the RHN sector in experiments and leads to
large radiative corrections to the mass of the SM Higgs bo-
son, which aggravates the SM hierarchy problem for RHN
masses above the Vissani bound, MI . 107 GeV [17, 18].
In addition, standard leptogenesis is vulnerable to strong
asymmetry wash-out, if the RHN Yukawa interactions with
the SM lepton–Higgs pairs `αφ are too strong [19–22].

In this Letter, we will present a mechanism to generate
nonzero B−L charge in the type-I seesaw model that avoids
most of these shortcomings; for alternative routes to low-
scale leptogenesis, see [23–30]. The key idea behind our
proposal is to generalize standard freeze-out leptogenesis to
a nonminimal cosmological background in which all con-

served charges C at the time of leptogenesis (see Tab. I) are
allowed to take arbitrary values. In such a background, the
lepton-number-violating (LNV) RHN interactions then re-
sult in a new equilibrium attractor for the chemical poten-
tials in the plasma that generically features nonzero B −L,
even if B −L = 0 initially. The RHN interactions also actively
drive the plasma towards this new attractor solution, which
is why we dub our mechanism wash-in leptogenesis.

As we will show, wash-in leptogenesis can successfully
operate down to RHN masses of a few 100 TeV, i.e., masses
shortly above the equilibration temperature of the electron
Yukawa interaction [31]. The mechanism therefore allows
one to satisfy the Vissani bound; in particular, it is compat-
ible with the neutrino option, which denotes the idea that
RHNs with masses of a few PeV are responsible for radia-
tively generating the electroweak scale in the SM [32–36].
Wash-in leptogenesis is also independent of the amount of
C P violation in the RHN sector, which liberates it from the
Davidson–Ibarra bound, MI & 109 GeV; and its success is
not jeopardized by large Yukawa couplings. In fact, in the
presence of additional conserved charges, strong asymme-
try wash-out turns into efficient asymmetry wash-in.

Our proposal builds on earlier work, which already partly
considered some of the ideas presented here [37–41] (see
also [42]). The essential new elements of our analysis are the
following: (1) We provide a systematic discussion spanning
ten orders of magnitude in temperature, T ∈ (

105,1015
)

GeV.
In doing so, we account for all possible unconstrained
charges in each temperature regime, which allows us to de-
velop a general toolkit for constructing new baryogenesis
models; see our main results in Tab. II. (2) We pay particular
attention to flavor. That is, we allow for an arbitrary flavor
composition of the primordial charge asymmetries, and we
take into account charged-lepton flavor effects in our anal-
ysis of wash-in leptogenesis. This especially includes effects
related to flavor coherence / decoherence. (3) We go be-
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TABLE I: Decoupling of SM interactions and associated conserved charges qC . Yukawa interactions are denoted by yi , weak (strong)
sphalerons by WS (SS). The X symbol marks efficient interactions. Hypercharge and the ∆α asymmetries are always preserved in the SM.

T [GeV] ye yd s yd ys ysb yµ yc yτ yb WS SS yt

(v)
(
105,106)

qe X X X X X X X X X X X

(iv)
(
106,109)

qe q2B1−B2−B3 qu−d X X X X X X X X X

(iii)
(
109,1011−12)

qe q2B1−B2−B3 qu−d qd−s qB1−B2 qµ X X X X X X

(ii)
(
1011−12,1013)

qe q2B1−B2−B3 qu−d qd−s qB1−B2 qµ qu−c qτ qd−b qB X X

(i)
(
1013,1015)

qe q2B1−B2−B3 qu−d qd−s qB1−B2 qµ qu−c qτ qd−b qB qu X

yond LNV two-to-two scattering processes mediated by the
dimension-5 Weinberg operator, considering also the ordi-
nary decays and inverse decays of dynamical RHNs.

While wash-in leptogenesis can provide the basis for nu-
merous new baryogenesis models, it does not represent a
complete model by itself. It should rather be regarded as
a general mechanism that describes how RHN interactions
reprocess primordial charge asymmetries that were gener-
ated at higher temperatures. This includes the intriguing
possibility of creating a nonvanishing B−L asymmetry from
B−L-symmetric initial conditions. But it is agnostic about
the ultraviolet (UV) physics that is responsible for setting
these initial conditions. This is an advantage, as it allows us
to perform a model-independent analysis from a bottom-
up perspective. The remainder of this paper is therefore or-
ganized as follows: First, we will study wash-in leptogene-
sis in the spirit of an effective field theory that describes the
evolution of its input parameters (i.e., the primordial charge
asymmetries) from some high-energy matching scale down
to low energies. Then, we will turn to concrete UV comple-
tions that illustrate how wash-in leptogenesis can success-
fully create the BAU, even if B−L = 0 initially. Specifically,
we will consider the generation of nonzero B+L charge dur-
ing GUT baryogenesis and axion inflation [43–46]. A lesson
from these examples is that wash-in leptogenesis is able to
resurrect baryogenesis scenarios that would otherwise suf-
fer from strong asymmetry wash-out, in a way that is more
complex than simply resorting to standard leptogenesis.

Wash-in leptogenesis — We begin by considering a particu-
larly interesting and simple scenario: N1-dominated wash-
in leptogenesis at temperatures of a few 100 TeV. In this
temperature regime, all SM interactions are equilibrated —
except for the electron Yukawa interaction, which renders
the comoving charge asymmetry of right-handed electrons
a classically conserved quantity, qe /s = const, with entropy
density s. Its anomalous violation via the chiral plasma in-
stability is negligibly slow for the qe /s values of interest [47–
49]. At the same time, all charged-lepton flavors α = e,µ,τ
are fully decohered, which allows us to work with the stan-
dard Boltzmann equations for the three lepton flavor asym-
metries ∆α = B/3−Lα in the type-I seesaw model [24, 26],

− (∂t +3H) q∆α = ε1αΓ1

(
nN1 −neq

N1

)
−∑

β

γw
αβ

µ`β
+µφ

T
, (1)

which is valid in the nonrelativistic regime, T . M1, where

any N1 chemical potential is clearly negligible because of
the N1 Majorana mass, µN1 ' 0. The negative sign on the
left-hand side follows from ∆α ⊃−Lα. The charge asymme-
try qi for a particle species i is defined as the difference of
its particle and antiparticle number densities, qi = ni −n ı̄ =
gi µi T 2/6, with chemical potential µi and multiplicity gi ,
while qC = µC T 2/6 for all conserved charges C , with µC in
Eq. (5). The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is the
standard source term describing the asymmetry production
from RHN decays, while the second term is the standard
wash-out term, with total wash-out rate per unit volume,

γw
αβ = γid

αβ+
∑
σ

[(
δαβ+δσβ

)
γ∆L=2
ασ + (

δαβ−δσβ

)
γ∆L=0
ασ

]
, (2)

which encompasses RHN inverse decays, γid
αβ

= γ1αδαβ as

well as ∆L = 2 and lepton-flavor-violating ∆L = 0 two-to-
two scattering processes (see [24, 26] for more details).

Before we are able to solve the coupled system of equa-
tions in Eq. (1), we have to specify the relation among the
chemical potentials µ`α

, µφ and µ∆α . In standard leptoge-
nesis, this relation is encoded in the flavor coupling ma-
trix

(
C

)
αβ = Cαβ [50–55], whose structure is determined by

SM spectator processes [56–58]. The crucial difference be-
tween standard leptogenesis and our scenario is that, in a
nontrivial chemical background, the standard linear rela-
tion µ`α

+µφ =−∑
βCαβµ∆β

turns into an affine relation,

µ`α
+µφ =µ0

α−∑
β

Cαβµ∆β
, (3)

where, at temperatures of a few 100 TeV, the translation by
the constant shift vector µ0

α is solely induced by the con-
served chemical potential of the right-handed electrons,µ`e +µφ

µ`µ
+µφ

µ`τ
+µφ

=

−
5

13
4

37
4

37

 µe −


6

13 0 0

0 41
111

4
111

0 4
111

41
111


µ∆e

µ∆µ

µ∆τ

 . (4)

Eqs. (3) and (4) follow from analyzing all 16 SM chemical
potentials µi (i = e,µ,τ,`e ,`µ,`τ,u,c, t ,d , s,b,Q1,Q2,Q3,φ):
In any given temperature regime, the number of linearly in-
dependent conserved charges C and the number of SM in-
teractions in equilibrium always add up to 16; see Tab. I.
This results in 16 constraint equations in each temperature
regime that allow one to express the chemical potentials µi

of all SM species as linear combinations of the conserved
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TABLE II: Numerical coefficients xC that describe the composition of µ
eq
B−L = q

eq
B−L 6/T 2 in terms of the conserved charges µC = qC 6/T 2

in different temperature regimes; see Eq. (15). The 7 symbol marks the absence of the corresponding µC due to an efficient SM interaction.
The second column indicates the active flavors `α with respect to N1 interactions; see the discussion around Eq. (13). The last column
contains n∆⊥ , which vanishes in the case of B−L-symmetric initial conditions. P and Pτ are model-dependent and encode the flavor
composition of the primordial qe,µ,τ asymmetries with respect to the N1 wash-out direction [see text for examples and Eqs. (S41), (S56)].
In this table and throughout the paper, we assume vanishing global hypercharge, µY = 0. For more details, see the Supplemental Material.

TB−L [GeV] Index α µe µ2B1−B2−B3 µu−d µd−s µB1−B2 µµ µu−c µτ µd−b µB µu µ∆⊥
(v)

(
105,106)

e,µ,τ − 3
10 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

(iv)
(
106,109)

e,µ,τ − 3
17 0 − 7

17 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

(iii)
(
109,1011−12) ∥τ,τ 142−225Pτ

247 0 − 123
247 − 82

247
123
494

142−225Pτ
247 7 7 7 7 7 225

247

(ii)
(
1011−12,1013) ∥ −23P+7

30
1
5 − 3

5 − 1
6 − 3

10
−23P+7

30
3

10
−23P+7

30 − 4
15

23
90 7 23

30

(i)
(
1013,1015) ∥ −3P+1

4
1
6 − 5

6 − 1
4 − 1

4
−3P+1

4
1
4

−3P+1
4 − 1

3
1
6

1
3

3
4

chemical potentials µC (C = ∆α, · · · ). In general, we there-
fore obtain a constant shift vector µ0

α in Eq. (3) of the form

µ0
α = ∑

C 6=∆α

SαC µC , µC =∑
i

nC
i giµi , (5)

with charge vectors nC
i and multiplicities gi ; see [59] for de-

tails. We provide explicit expressions for nC
i , gi , the flavor

coupling matrices Cαβ, and source matrices SαC in all tem-
perature regimes of interest in the Supplemental Material.

Eqs. (1) and (3) tell us that the Boltzmann equations are
linear in the lepton flavor asymmetries ∆α. This allows us to
split q∆α into contributions from thermal and wash-in lep-
togenesis, respectively, q∆α = q th

∆α
+qwin

∆α
, such that

(∂t +3H) qwin
∆α

=∑
β

Γw
αβ

(
q0
β−

∑
σ

Cβσqwin
∆σ

)
, (6)

where Γw
αβ

= 6/T 3 γw
αβ

. Eq. (6) is reminiscent of spontaneous

baryogenesis [60, 61], specifically, spontaneous leptogene-
sis [62, 63], where the rolling of a (pseudo) scalar field ϕ in-
duces effective chemical potentials µ0

α ∝ q0
α [59] (see also

[64, 65]). The difference between spontaneous leptogene-
sis and our scenario is that we assume nonzero primordial
asymmetries stored in a set of conserved charges, whereas
spontaneous leptogenesis involves time-dependent asym-
metries — controlled by the interaction Lagrangian of the
field ϕ and not necessarily related to conserved charges —
that are present only when ϕ is in motion. This requires that
LNV processes must be efficient exactly at the time when ϕ

is rolling. In our scenario, such a temporal coincidence is
not needed. Still, it is straightforward to generalize the fol-
lowing analysis to time-dependent charges q0

α [66].
At any given temperature, the total wash-out rate is typi-

cally dominated by a single process, such that it factorizes
into Γw

αβ
= PαβΓw, where the temperature dependence is

contained in the flavor-blind wash-out rate Γw and where
the matrix

(
P

)
αβ = Pαβ encodes the flavor structure. In this

case, it is then possible to write down an exact solution of
Eq. (6). For arbitrary initial conditions q ini

∆β
, we find

qwin
∆α

=∑
β

(
δαβ−Eαβ

)
qeq
∆β

+∑
β

Eαβ q ini
∆β

s

sini
. (7)

qeq
∆α

is the equilibrium attractor in the presence of RHNs,

qeq
∆α

=∑
β

C−1
αβ q0

β =∑
β

∑
C 6=∆α

C−1
αβ SβC qC , (8)

which can also be derived from Eq. (3) by requiring all RHN
interactions to be in equilibrium, µ`α

+µφ = µN1 = 0. The
matrix

(
E

)
αβ = Eαβ describes how the RHN interactions ac-

tively drive the plasma exponentially close to this solution,

E = exp
(−w K1 P C

)
, w = 1

K1

∫∞

0
dz

Γw

zH
, z = M1

T
, (9)

where K1 denotes the standard N1 decay parameter,

K1 = Γ1 (T = 0)

H (T = M1)
. (10)

At temperatures of a few 100 TeV, the total wash-out rate is
dominated by inverse decays, such that Pαβ = p1αδαβ and

E = exp
(−wK1C 1

)
,

(
C 1

)
αβ

= p1αCαβ , p1α = Γ1α

Γ1
, (11)

where w ≈ 3π/4 assuming Maxwell–Boltzmann statistics for
all particles [67]. For strong wash-in, K1 À 1, and a generic
flavor structure, p1α 6¿ 1, all entries of E are exponentially
suppressed. The total washed-in B−L asymmetry then reads

qwin
B−L ' qeq

B−L =∑
α

qeq
∆α

=− 3

10
qe , (12)

which also immediately follows from Eq. (4). Any UV mech-
anism that results in qe 6= 0 at high temperatures thus in-
duces nonzero B−L at temperatures of a few 100 TeV.

Flavor effects — Next, let us generalize the above discussion
to arbitrary temperatures T ∈ (

105,1015
)

GeV. Eqs. (1) to (9),
except for Eq. (4), remain valid in this case, the only differ-
ence being that the meaning of the flavor index α is now
different. At T ∈ (

109,1011−12
)

GeV, electrons and muons
propagate as coherent states, which means α=∥τ,τ, while at
temperatures T ∈ (

1011−12,1015
)

GeV, all three charged lep-
tons propagate in coherent superpositions, such that α =∥.
Here, `∥ represents the coherent single-flavor field that can
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be created and destroyed by N1 interactions, and `∥τ is the
same field after projecting out its τ component. Denoting
the N1 Yukawa couplings by he

1, hµ
1 , and hτ

1 , we can write

h∥`∥ = he
1 `e +hµ

1 `µ+hτ
1 `τ h∥τ`∥τ = he

1 `e +hµ
1 `µ , (13)

where h2
∥ =

∣∣he
1

∣∣2+∣∣hµ
1

∣∣2+∣∣hτ
1

∣∣2 and h2
∥τ =

∣∣he
1

∣∣2+∣∣hµ
1

∣∣2
. Flavor

coherence at higher temperatures also implies that some
flavor asymmetry ∆⊥ can escape wash-in leptogenesis,

∆⊥ =
{

B/3−L⊥ ; T ∈ (
109,1011−12

)
GeV

2B/3−L⊥1 −L⊥2 ; T ∈ (
1011−12,1015

)
GeV

, (14)

where `⊥ is perpendicular to `τ and `∥τ , and `⊥1 and `⊥2

span the two-dimensional flavor space perpendicular to `∥.
Making use of these definitions and assuming again strong
wash-in and generic RHN couplings, Eq. (12) now turns into

qeq
B−L = ∑

C 6=∆α

xC qC , xC = δC∆⊥ +∑
α,β

C−1
αβ SβC , (15)

where the numerical coefficients xC are listed in Tab. II.
This asymmetry remains conserved as soon as the RHN
interactions become inefficient at some high temperature
TB−L [22]. We therefore obtain for the present-day BAU

qB

s

∣∣∣
today

= csph
q th

B−L +qwin
B−L

s

∣∣∣∣∣
TB−L

, (16)

where csph ' 12/37 [68]. Note that the standard contribu-
tion from thermal leptogenesis may be suppressed because
of strong wash-out or insufficient C P violation.

Eq. (15) and Tab. II are our main results, which serve as
a general toolkit to construct new baryogenesis models by
implementing the following algorithm: (1) Conceive a UV
model that leads to primordial chemical potentials µi for
some particle species i . (2) Determine the corresponding
conserved charges µC . (3) Specify the N1 mass and hence
relevant temperature scale for leptogenesis, TB−L . (4) Com-
pute the final BAU according to Eqs. (15) and (16).

Possible UV completions — Let us now showcase two possi-
bilities for generating primordial charge asymmetries prior
to wash-in leptogenesis. Both scenarios result in B+L 6= 0
but preserve B −L. First, we consider SU (5) unification,
where the decay of the heavy colored Higgs field H c ⊂ 5
mainly proceeds via the third-generation Yukawa coupling,
H c → Q̄3Q̄3, tτ,Q3`τ, t̄ b̄ [7, 69, 70]. The production and de-
cay of H c bosons after inflation in the SU (5)-broken phase
(see, e.g., [71, 72] for a viable scenario) then results in µQ3 =
µ`τ

= −µτ = µ0, µt = −2µ0/3, µb = −µ0/3, or equivalently,
µB =−µ2B1−B2−B3 = µ`τ

=−µτ = 3µd−b = µ0, while all other
chemical potentials vanish. Here, µ0 is determined by the
decay rate, C P violation, and production mechanism of the
colored Higgs field. This scenario sets the stage for wash-
in leptogenesis above the equilibration temperature of the
tau Yukawa interaction, T & 1011−12 GeV. Similarly, one

FIG. 1: Schematic evolution of B and L in arbitrary units after axion
inflation. The colorful straight lines represent the equilibrium at-
tractors of wash-in leptogenesis in different temperature regimes.

can construct models where extra Higgs scalars also gener-
ate primordial asymmetries in the first two fermion gener-
ations. The initial qe,µ,τ asymmetries are then encoded in
general fields ē = ce e +cµµ+cττ or ēτ = cτ

e e +cτ
µµ, such that

P =
∣∣∣ae c∗e +aµc∗µ +aτc∗τ

∣∣∣2
, Pτ =

∣∣∣be cτ∗
e +bµcτ∗

µ

∣∣∣2
(17)

in Tab. II, where ae,µ,τ = he,µ,τ
1 /h∥ and be,µ = he,µ

1 /h∥τ .
Our second example is axion inflation featuring a cou-

pling of the axion–inflaton field ϕ to the Chern–Simons
term of the hypercharge gauge field, ϕ/(4Λ) YµνỸ µν [73].
This coupling sources nonvanishing 〈YµνỸ µν〉 during infla-
tion [74–76], which induces primordial chemical potentials
for all SM fermion species via the SM chiral anomaly [77,
78], µi /T = ±3(nY

i )2αY /π (hY /T 3)rh [45, 46], with hyper-

charge fine-structure constant αY , hypercharges nY
i , and

± for left / right-handed fermions. hY = 〈AY ·BY 〉/a3 is the
physical hypermagnetic helicity density, which is defined in
terms of the comoving vector potential AY , comoving flux
density BY , and cosmic scale factor a. In the parameter re-
gion where hY /T 3 is approximately conserved [46, 79–81],
its value at reheating after inflation dictates the magnitude
of the conserved charges in each temperature regime. For
T ∈ (

105,106
)

GeV, e.g., we have µe /T = −3αY /π (hY /T 3)rh

and hence µB−L/T = 9/10αY /π (hY /T 3)rh. Axion inflation
with a Hubble rate of Hinf ∼ 1010 GeV can therefore readily
give rise to the observed baryon asymmetry [46]. The evo-
lution of B and L in this scenario is schematically shown in
Fig. 1. Axion inflation produces all lepton flavors in a sym-
metric way, meaning P = 1/3 and Pτ = 1/2 in Tab. II.
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Conclusions — In this Letter, we presented a systematic dis-
cussion of wash-in leptogenesis, a mechanism to generate
nonzero B−L in the type-I seesaw model. Our mechanism
successfully operates at low RHN masses, strong wash-out,
negligible C P violation in RHN decays, and B−L-symmetric
initial conditions. We focused on N1-dominated wash-in
leptogenesis; however, the inclusion of heavy-neutrino fla-
vor effects [82], or even the generalization to a density-
matrix formalism [83–85], are straightforward. Similarly,
one may generalize our mechanism to other sources of LNV
in the early Universe. The general concept of wash-in lepto-
genesis opens the door to a plethora of possibilities.
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Supplemental Material: Wash-In Leptogenesis

In this Supplemental Material, we shall provide an explicit derivation of some of our key results presented in the main text:
(1) the flavor coupling matrices

(
C

)
αβ =Cαβ in Eq. (3), (2) the source matrices

(
S
)
αC = SαC in Eq. (5), and (3) the numerical

coefficients xC in Eq. (15) and Tab. II, each respectively evaluated in the five temperature regimes (i) to (v) defined in Tabs. I
and II.

Chemical equilibrium — First, let us derive the equilibrium solution for the chemical potentials µi of all SM particle species
in the presence of conserved primordial charges. Our conventions and notation in this subsection will closely follow the
discussion in [59]. We will regard

(
µ

)
i = µi as a vector in a 16-dimensional vector space whose index i runs in the following

order over the 16 individual fields that make up the particle content of the SM,

i = e, µ, τ, `e , `µ, `τ, u, c, t , d , s, b, Q1, Q2, Q3, φ . (S1)

At each given temperature, µ is subject to M +N = 16 constraint equations, where M is the number of linearly independent
SM interactions in chemical equilibrium I and N the number of linearly independent conserved charges C ,∑

i
n I

i µi = n I ·µ= 0,
∑

i
nC

i gi µi =
(
nC ◦g

) ·µ=µC . (S2)

Here, the ◦ symbol denotes the entrywise Hadamard product and the quantities g , n I , nC , µC are defined as follows:

• The vector g encodes the isospin and color multiplicities of the individual SM fields,

g = (1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,6,6,6,4) . (S3)

• The M charge vectors n I specify how the SM particles participate in the relevant equilibrated interactions I , which
can be identified based on the equilibrium temperatures listed in Tab. S1. For T ∈ (

2.8×1013, 4.7×1015
)

GeV, e.g., the
top-quark Yukawa interaction is the only SM interaction in chemical equilibrium. The rates of all other interactions
are small compared to the Hubble expansion rate at such high temperatures, which prevents the corresponding inter-
actions from reaching chemical equilibrium. On the other hand, at temperatures below T ' 1.1×105 GeV and above
the electroweak phase transition, all SM interactions are in chemical equilibrium, including the electron Yukawa in-
teraction, which possess the smallest rate among all SM interactions. In between these two extremes, more and more
SM interactions enter into equilibrium as the temperature decreases and the Hubble expansion rate drops below one
interaction rate after another. The charge vectors n I of these interactions, reaching from the top-quark Yukawa inter-
action at high temperatures to the electron Yukawa interaction at low temperatures, can be chosen as follows [59],

n yt = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,−1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1) , (S4)

nSS = (0,0,0,0,0,0,−1,−1,−1,−1,−1,−1,2,2,2,0) , (S5)

nWS = (0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,3,3,3,0) , (S6)

n yb = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,−1,0,0,1,−1) , (S7)

n yτ = (0,0,−1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,−1) , (S8)

n yc = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,−1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1) , (S9)

n yµ = (0,−1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,−1) , (S10)

n ysb = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,−1,0,0,0,1,−1) , (S11)

n ys = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,−1,0,0,1,0,−1) , (S12)

n yd = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,−1,0,0,1,0,0,−1) , (S13)

n yd s = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,−1,0,0,0,1,0,−1) , (S14)

n ye = (−1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,−1) . (S15)

The charge vectors of other interactions, such as the up-quark Yukawa interaction or additional flavor-changing
Yukawa interactions in the quark sector, can be constructed as linear combinations of these 12 linearly indepen-
dent vectors. In the following, it will therefore suffice to work with the vectors listed above, where, among linearly
dependent interactions, we always choose the vector corresponding to the interaction that reaches equilibrium at the
highest temperature. We note that the normalization of the vectors n I is meaningless as long as the corresponding
interactions are either fully decoupled or fully equilibrated. This immediately follows from the first relation in Eq. (S2),
which remains invariant under rescalings of n I .
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TABLE S1: Equilibration temperatures TI of all relevant nonperturbative and Yukawa interactions I in the SM; see [59] for an explicit
derivation. When the temperature of the thermal bath drops below TI for some I , the corresponding process I quickly reaches chemical
equilibrium. Conversely, as long as the temperature exceeds TI , the process I cannot compete with the Hubble expansion of the Universe.
This renders I inefficient and results in the conservation of a global charge that would otherwise be violated by I ; see Eqs. (S20) to (S30).

Nonperturbative processes Weak sphalerons Strong sphalerons

TWS ' 2.5×1012 GeV TSS ' 2.8×1013 GeV

Yukawa interactions First generation Second generation Third generation

Leptons Tye ' 1.1×105 GeV Tyµ ' 4.7×109 GeV Tyτ ' 1.3×1012 GeV

Up-type quarks Tyu ' 1.0×106 GeV Tyc ' 1.2×1011 GeV Tyt ' 4.7×1015 GeV

Down-type quarks Tyd ' 4.5×106 GeV Tys ' 1.1×109 GeV Tyb ' 1.5×1012 GeV

• The N charge vectors nC contain the charges of all SM particles with respect to the linearly independent global U (1)C

symmetries that are conserved by the M linearly independent SM interactions I in chemical equilibrium. At the high-
est temperatures that we are interested in, T ∈ (

2.8×1013, 4.7×1015
)

GeV, only the top-quark Yukawa interaction is
in equilibrium (M = 1), which results in N = 15 linearly independent global charges C . On the other hand, when all
M = 12 interactions in Eqs. (S4) to (S15) are equilibrated, only N = 4 conserved charges remain: the SM hypercharge
Y , which is embedded in the SM gauge group, and the three lepton flavor asymmetries ∆e = B/3−Le , ∆µ = B/3−Lµ,
and ∆τ = B/3−Lτ. These four charges are conserved by all SM interactions above the electroweak phase transition.
In our analysis, we notably assume Y = 0 at all times because of the underlying U (1)local

Y gauge symmetry. The lepton
flavor asymmetries, on the other hand, can obtain nonzero values and play a central role in our proposed mechanism
of wash-in leptogenesis (see main text). The charge vectors of the four global symmetries U (1)Y and U (1)∆e,µ,τ read

nY = (−1,−1,−1,−1/2,−1/2,−1/2, 2/3, 2/3, 2/3,−1/3,−1/3,−1/3, 1/6, 1/6, 1/6, 1/2) , (S16)

n∆e = (−1,0,0,−1,0,0, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9,0) , (S17)

n∆µ = (0,−1,0,0,−1,0, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9,0) , (S18)

n∆τ = (0,0,−1,0,0,−1, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9, 1/9,0) . (S19)

Any linear combination of conserved charges yields another conserved charge. This provides us with some freedom
in choosing the 11 charges that are successively violated by the the interactions in Eqs. (S5) to (S15) as the temperature
decreases. A simple and convenient choice of linearly independent charge vectors nC is given by

n ye ↔ ne = (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) , (S20)

n yd s ↔ n2B1−B2−B3 = (0,0,0,0,0,0, 2/3,−1/3,−1/3, 2/3,−1/3,−1/3, 2/3,−1/3,−1/3,0) , (S21)

n yd ↔ nu−d = (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,−1,0,0,0,0,0,0) , (S22)

n ys ↔ nd−s = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,−1,0,0,0,0,0) , (S23)

n ysb ↔ nB1−B2 = (0,0,0,0,0,0, 1/3,−1/3,0, 1/3,−1/3,0, 1/3,−1/3,0,0) , (S24)

n yµ ↔ nµ = (0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) , (S25)

n yc ↔ nu−c = (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,−1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) , (S26)

n yτ ↔ nτ = (0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) , (S27)

n yb ↔ nd−b = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,−1,0,0,0,0) , (S28)

nWS ↔ nB = (0,0,0,0,0,0, 1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 1/3, 1/3,0) , (S29)

nSS ↔ nu = (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0) . (S30)

Here, the relations n I ↔ nC indicate which interactions I violate which global charges C . At T > TI for some I , the
charge C is preserved and the corresponding charge vector nC should be used in the second relation in Eq. (S2). At
T < TI , on the other hand, the interaction I is in chemical equilibrium, the charge C is violated, and the charge vector
n I should be used in the first relation in Eq. (S2). The equilibration temperatures TI are listed in Tab. S1.

• The N chemical potentials µC represent the chemical potentials of all conserved charges C that may, e.g., be deter-
mined by a set of primordial chemical potentials µini at some high-energy input scale (see main text for examples),

µC =∑
i

nC
i gi µ

ini
i = (

nC ◦g
) ·µini . (S31)
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Having introduced these definitions, let us now solve the 16 constraint equations in Eq. (S2) for the chemical potentials µ.
To do so, it is convenient to rewrite Eq. (S2) in matrix form,

M µ= m , M =
( (

n I
)T(

nC ◦g
)T

)
, m =

(
0

µC

)
, (S32)

where M is a real (M +N )×16 = 16×16 matrix whose first M rows contain the transpose of the vectors n I and whose last N
rows contain the transpose of the vectors nC ◦g . It is now trivial to solve Eq. (S32) for the chemical potentials µ,

µ= M−1m . (S33)

This is the equilibrium solution for the SM chemical potentials in dependence of g , n I , nC , µC , which we introduced above.

Flavor effects — The Boltzmann equation for the lepton flavor asymmetries ∆α involves the chemical potentials of the SM
lepton and Higgs doublets, µ`α

and µφ; see the wash-out term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1). In order to solve the Boltz-
mann equation, we therefore have to express µ`α

and µφ in terms of the chemical potentials of the lepton flavor asymmetries,
µ∆α . To derive this relation, we ultimately want to use our result in Eq. (S33). However, before we are able to do so, we first
need to clarify the meaning of the flavor index α, which does not necessarily coincide with e, µ, and τ in Eq. (S1).

In general, the flavor index α runs over all uncorrelated charged-lepton flavors that actively participate in interactions
with N1 RHNs. These active flavors can be identified based on the RHN Yukawa term in the Lagrangian,

L ⊃−N 1 φ̃† · (he
1`e +hµ

1 `µ+hτ
1`τ

)+H.c. . (S34)

At T > Tyτ , all charged-lepton Yukawa interactions with the SM Higgs field are out of equilibrium. At such high temperatures,
there are hence no SM processes that probe the flavor composition of charged-lepton states, which means that these states
remain fully coherent as they propagate through the plasma. This allows us to define a new charged-lepton field `∥, with

`∥ = ae `e +aµ`µ+aτ`τ , ae,µ,τ =
he,µ,τ

1

h∥
, h∥ =

(∣∣he
1

∣∣2 + ∣∣hµ
1

∣∣2 + ∣∣hτ
1

∣∣2
)1/2

, L ⊃−N 1 φ̃† · (h∥`∥
)+H.c. , (S35)

which represents the sole coherent charged-lepton flavor that interacts with N1 at T > Tyτ . Similarly, we can define `∥τ , with

`∥τ = be `e +bµ`µ , be,µ = he,µ
1

h∥τ
, h∥τ =

(∣∣he
1

∣∣2 + ∣∣hµ
1

∣∣2
)1/2

, L ⊃−N 1 φ̃† · (h∥τ`∥τ +hτ
1`τ

)+H.c. , (S36)

which represents the coherent charged-lepton flavor in the e – µ subspace that interacts with N1 at Tyµ < T < Tyτ , i.e., when
only the τ-flavor component of propagating charged-lepton states is measured by interactions in thermal bath. This means
that α= e,µ,τ is only true at T < Tyµ . At Tyµ < T < Tyτ , we have to work instead with α=∥τ,τ, while T > Tyτ , we have α=∥.

Despite this temperature-dependent definition of the index α, it is still possible to use our result in Eq. (S33) to derive a
relation among the chemical potentials µ`α

, µφ, and µ∆α . The crucial point is that the SM charged-lepton sector exhibits
a U (3) flavor symmetry at T > Tyτ as well as a U (2) flavor symmetry acting on the e – µ subspace at Tyµ < T < Tyτ . These
global flavor symmetries allow us to rotate the µe,µ,τ and µ`e ,`µ,`τ

components of the vector µ as well as the corresponding
components of the charge vectors in Eqs. (S16) to (S30) to a new basis, consisting of the flavors (∥,⊥1,⊥2) at T > Tyτ and the
flavors (∥τ,τ,⊥) at Tyµ < T < Tyτ , respectively. Here, ⊥1 and ⊥2 span the two-dimensional subspace perpendicular to ∥, and
⊥ is perpendicular to ∥τ and τ, where we assume that ∥ corresponds to a generic flavor direction in the three-dimensional
flavor space. These basis transformations in the charged-lepton sector leave Eq. (S33) invariant, the only difference being
that the charged-lepton indices need to be interpreted as

(
e,µ,τ

)
, (∥τ,τ,⊥), or (∥,⊥1,⊥2), depending on the temperature

interval. We are therefore always able to work with Eq. (S33) and write down the following decomposition,

µ`α
+µφ = ∑

C 6=∆α

SαC µC −∑
β

Cαβµ∆β
, (S37)

where the first sum runs over all conserved charges except for the lepton flavor asymmetries and where the second sum
describes the usual flavor coupling among the charged-lepton flavors. Explicit expressions for S and C are given below.

The left-hand side of Eq. (S37) vanishes when RHN interactions reach chemical equilibrium, µ`α
+µφ = µN1 = 0. In this

case, which we refer to as the strong wash-in regime, it is possible to solve Eq. (S37) for the lepton flavor asymmetries,

µ∆α =∑
β

∑
C 6=∆α

C−1
αβ SβC µC . (S38)
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The total B−L asymmetry generated during wash-in leptogenesis then follows from summing this expression over all active
flavors α and adding the lepton flavor asymmetries in all perpendicular directions in flavor space,

µB−L = ∑
C 6=∆α

xC µC , xC = δC∆⊥ +∑
α,β

C−1
αβ SβC . (S39)

where ∆⊥ = ∆⊥1 +∆⊥2 at T > Tyτ , ∆⊥ = ∆⊥ at Tyµ < T < Tyτ , and ∆⊥ = 0 otherwise. In order to evaluate this expression, it
is necessary to know the chemical potentials µC of all conserved charges C , which may be generated at some high energy
scale; see Eq. (S31). However, in general, the computation of these chemical potentials is complicated by the fact that the
UV process responsible for generating primordial charge asymmetries does not operate in the same charged-lepton flavor
basis —

(
e,µ,τ

)
, (∥τ,τ,⊥), or (∥,⊥1,⊥2) — in which we have performed our calculations up this point. This pertains in partic-

ular to the chemical potentials of the right-handed charged leptons in Eq. (S39). In the following, we will therefore show how
arbitrary initial conditions in the charged-lepton sector can be mapped onto the three standard chemical potentials µe,µ,τ,
irrespective of the temperature regime. On the one hand, this will result in a general prescription for evaluating Eq. (S31) in
any model of interest. On the other hand, it will also allow us to summarize our final results in Tab. II in a unified manner.

First, we consider very high temperatures, T > Tyτ , where the charged-lepton sector enjoys a U (3) symmetry. In this case,
the trace over the chemical potentials of all three right-handed charged leptons is invariant under U (3) transformations,

µe +µµ+µτ =µ∥+µ⊥ , (S40)

where µ⊥ is defined as µ⊥ =µ⊥1 +µ⊥2 at T > Tyτ . Making use of this relation, we are therefore able to write

P = µ∥
µe +µµ+µτ

⇒ µ∥ = P
(
µe +µµ+µτ

)
, µ⊥ = (1−P )

(
µe +µµ+µτ

)
, (S41)

where the factor P provides a convenient means to relate the chemical potentials in the (∥,⊥1,⊥2) basis to the chemical
potentials in the

(
e,µ,τ

)
basis. In the next step, we need to specify the initial conditions in the right-handed charged-lepton

sector and likewise express them in the
(
e,µ,τ

)
flavor basis. This will allow us to bring together the flavor states defined by the

RHN interactions and the flavor states defined by the UV physics in one and the same basis. Depending on the UV process
responsible for generating the primordial charge asymmetries, we may distinguish between the following superpositions of
single-particle, two-particle, and three-particle states in the right-handed charged-lepton sector,

|ē(1)〉 = c∗e |e〉+ c∗µ |µ〉+c∗τ |τ〉 , (S42)

|ē(2)〉 = 1

2

[
de

(|µ〉⊗ |τ〉− |τ〉⊗ |µ〉)+dµ (|τ〉⊗ |e〉− |e〉⊗ |τ〉)+dτ

(|e〉⊗ |µ〉− |µ〉⊗ |e〉)] , (S43)

|ē(3)〉 = 1

6

[
|e〉⊗ |µ〉⊗ |τ〉− |e〉⊗ |τ〉⊗ |µ〉− |µ〉⊗ |e〉⊗ |τ〉+ |µ〉⊗ |τ〉⊗ |e〉+ |τ〉⊗ |e〉⊗ |µ〉− |τ〉⊗ |µ〉⊗ |e〉

]
, (S44)

which may also be written as

|ē(1)〉 = c∗e |e〉+ c∗µ |µ〉+c∗τ |τ〉 , |ē(2)〉 = de |µ〉⊗ |τ〉+dµ|τ〉⊗ |e〉+dτ|e〉⊗ |µ〉 , |ē(3)〉 = |e〉⊗ |µ〉⊗ |τ〉 . (S45)

The antisymmetric two- and three-particle states, such as |e〉⊗ |µ〉 and |e〉⊗ |µ〉⊗ |τ〉, are product states of pairs and triples
of right-handed charged leptons that carry exactly the same quantum numbers except for flavor. The coefficients ce,µ,τ and
de,µ,τ are model-dependent and only constrained by the requirement that |ē(1)〉 and |ē(2)〉 be properly normalized,∣∣ce

∣∣2 + ∣∣cµ

∣∣2 + ∣∣cτ

∣∣2 = 1,
∣∣de

∣∣2 + ∣∣dµ

∣∣2 + ∣∣dτ

∣∣2 = 1. (S46)

The single-particle state |ē(1)〉 can, e.g., be created by UV processes that involve heavy particles decaying into one right-
handed charged lepton in the final state. As we discuss in the main text, an example of such a process is the decay of heavy
colored Higgs fields during GUT baryogenesis. The fully antisymmetric three-particle state |ē(3)〉, on the other hand, can be
produced during axion inflation, which treats all charged-lepton flavors on the same footing. Similarly, the two-particle state
|ē(2)〉 can be generated by processes that do not distinguish between pairs of charged-lepton flavors. Note that, for generic
values of the complex coefficients de,µ,τ, the two-particle state |ē(2)〉 typically corresponds to an entangled state.

Based on the above definitions, we are now able to compute the projection factor P . To this end, we first rewrite P as

P = p∥
pe +pµ+pτ

, p∥ =
µ∥
µē

, pe,µ,τ =
µe,µ,τ

µē
, (S47)
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where µē denotes the chemical potential per single flavor that is encoded in the initial right-handed charged-lepton state.
The total chemical potential contained in the initial state |ē(n)〉 (n = 1,2,3) thus corresponds to n times µē . The factors p∥
and pe,µ,τ meanwhile describe the probabilities to find the respective flavor, ∥, e, µ, or τ, in the initial state |ē(n)〉,

p∥ = 〈ē(n)|p̂∥|ē(n)〉 , pe,µ,τ = 〈ē(n)|p̂e,µ,τ|ē(n)〉 , (S48)

where p̂∥ and p̂e,µ,τ are standard projection operators in the n-particle Fock space. These operators are constructed from
single-particle projection operators and the identity operators in the respective orthogonal (n −1)-dimensional subspaces,
p̂e = |e〉〈e|⊗ 1n−1 and similarly for all other flavors. In the

(
e,µ,τ

)
and (∥,⊥1,⊥2) bases, we can explicitly write

n = 1 : p̂∥ = | ∥〉〈∥ | , p̂e = |e〉〈e| , (S49)

n = 2 : p̂∥ = | ∥〉〈∥ |⊗ (| ⊥1〉〈⊥1 |+ | ⊥2〉〈⊥2 |) , p̂e = |e〉〈e|⊗ (|µ〉〈µ|+ |τ〉〈τ|) , (S50)

n = 3 : p̂∥ = | ∥〉〈∥ |⊗ (| ⊥1〉⊗ | ⊥2〉〈⊥1 |⊗〈⊥2 |) , p̂e = |e〉〈e|⊗ (|µ〉⊗ |τ〉〈µ|⊗〈τ|) , (S51)

and similarly for p̂µ,τ. Note that p̂∥ = p̂e,µ,τ = |e〉⊗ |µ〉⊗ |τ〉〈e|⊗〈µ|⊗〈τ| for n = 3. A straightforward calculation then yields

n = 1 : p∥ =
∣∣∣ae c∗e +aµc∗µ +aτc∗τ

∣∣∣2
, pe,µ,τ =

∣∣ce,µ,τ
∣∣2 , (S52)

n = 2 : p∥ = 1−
∣∣∣ae d∗

e +aµd∗
µ +aτd∗

τ

∣∣∣2
, pe,µ,τ = 1− ∣∣de,µ,τ

∣∣2 , (S53)

n = 3 : p∥ = 1, pe,µ,τ = 1. (S54)

In all three cases, we therefore find that the factor P is given by P = p∥/n, or more explicitly,

P =


∣∣∣ae c∗e +aµc∗µ +aτc∗τ

∣∣∣2
; n = 1

1
2 − 1

2

∣∣∣ae d∗
e +aµd∗

µ +aτd∗
τ

∣∣∣2
; n = 2

1
3 ; n = 3

. (S55)

Next, we repeat this analysis in the temperature interval Tyµ < T < Tyτ , where Eqs. (S41), (S42), and (S43) turn into

Pτ =
µ∥τ

µe +µµ
⇒ µ∥τ = Pτ

(
µe +µµ

)
, µ⊥ = (1−Pτ)

(
µe +µµ

)
, (S56)

|ē(1)〉τ = cτ∗
e |e〉+ cτ∗

µ |µ〉 ,
∣∣cτ∗

e

∣∣2 + ∣∣cτ∗
µ

∣∣2 = 1, (S57)

|ē(2)〉τ = 1

2

(|e〉⊗ |µ〉− |µ〉⊗ |e〉)= |e〉⊗ |µ〉 , (S58)

which again results in a projection factor Pτ = p∥τ/n, or equivalently,

Pτ =


∣∣∣be cτ∗
e +bµcτ∗

µ

∣∣∣2
; n = 1

1
2 ; n = 2

. (S59)

Finally, we mention for completeness that one may also consider incoherent combinations of |ē(1)〉, |ē(2)〉, and |ē(3)〉 at T > Tyτ

as well as incoherent combinations of |ē(1)〉τ and |ē(2)〉τ at Tyµ < T < Tyτ . Such situations may, e.g., arise when more than one
UV process contributes to the primordial charges or when an initial state |ē(2)〉 generated at high temperatures decoheres
into an incoherent superposition of |ē(1)〉τ and |ē(2)〉τ as the temperature decreases. Generalizing the above computation to
these cases is straightforward and simply results in weighted sums of the individual P and Pτ factors.

Final results in five temperature regimes — We are now able to put everything together and calculate the source and flavor
coupling matrices S and C in Eq. (S37) as well as the coefficients xC in Eq. (S39). For simplicity, we will not explicitly consider
the 11 equilibration temperatures in Tab. S1, but rather work with the five approximate temperature regimes given below. At
the transitions between these regimes, not all SM spectator processes are either fully equilibrated or fully decoupled, which
requires a more sophisticated treatment.

(i) T ∈ (
1013, 1015

)
GeV: Only the top-quark Yukawa interaction is fully equilibrated, which means that we have to compute

the matrices S and C based on Eqs. (S33) and (S37) working in the (∥,⊥1,⊥2) charged-lepton basis. In doing so, we
always sum over the two perpendicular flavor directions, such that ∆⊥ =∆⊥1 +∆⊥2 , etc. This calculation results in

S =
(µu µB µd−b µu−c µB1−B2 µd−s µu−d µ2B1−B2−B3 µ∥ µ⊥ µ∆⊥

2
9

1
9 − 2

9
1
6 − 1

6 − 1
6 − 5

9
1
9 − 1

3
1
6 − 1

6

)
, C =

(
2
3

)
, (S60)
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where each column of S is labeled by the chemical potential of the corresponding conserved charge C . The matrix S
has one row and the matrix C is a 1×1 matrix because the index α only runs over a single flavor, α=∥. In a second step,
we use Eq. (S41) to express µ∥ and µ⊥ in the right-handed charged-lepton sector in terms of the standard chemical
potentials µe,µ,τ. Eq. (S39) then leads to the following final expression for µB−L in the strong wash-in limit,

µB−L = 1

3
µu + 1

6
µB − 1

3
µd−b +

1

4
µu−c − 1

4
µB1−B2 −

1

4
µd−s −

5

6
µu−d + 1

6
µ2B1−B2−B3 +

1−3P

4

(
µe +µµ+µτ

)+ 3

4
µ∆⊥ . (S61)

We collect the coefficients on the right-hand side of this expression in the row for temperature regime (i) in Tab. II.

(ii) T ∈ (
1011−12, 1013

)
GeV: The only difference to temperature regime (i) is that now also the strong sphaleron processes

are fully equilibrated. Apart from this, the calculation proceeds exactly as before. The matrices S and C read

S = (µB µd−b µu−c µB1−B2 µd−s µu−d µ2B1−B2−B3 µ∥ µ⊥ µ∆⊥
1
6 − 4

23
9

46 − 9
46 − 5

46 − 9
23

3
23 − 8

23
7

46 − 7
46

)
, C =

(
15
23

)
, (S62)

and the final B−L asymmetry in the strong wash-in limit is given by [see the row for temperature regime (ii) in Tab. II],

µB−L = 23

90
µB − 4

15
µd−b +

3

10
µu−c − 3

10
µB1−B2 −

1

6
µd−s −

3

5
µu−d + 1

5
µ2B1−B2−B3 +

7−23P

30

(
µe +µµ+µτ

)+ 23

30
µ∆⊥ . (S63)

(iii) T ∈ (
109, 1011−12

)
GeV: In this temperature regime, the top-quark Yukawa, strong sphaleron, weak sphaleron, tau

Yukawa, bottom-quark Yukawa, and charm-quark Yukawa interactions are equilibrated, which has two important
consequences: (1) We have to switch from the (∥,⊥1,⊥2) basis to the (∥τ,τ,⊥) basis in the charged-lepton sector and
(2) the index α now runs over two flavors, α=∥τ,τ. Besides that, the matrices S and C can be computed as before,

S =
(µB1−B2 µd−s µu−d µ2B1−B2−B3 µ∥τ µ⊥ µ∆⊥

123
2356 − 41

589 − 123
1178 0 − 421

1178
84

589
2

589
42

589 − 56
589 − 84

589 0 86
589

86
589 − 26

589

)
, C =

(
585

1178
26

589
26

589
251
589

)
. (S64)

We now use Eq. (S56) to express µ∥τ and µ⊥ in terms of the standard chemical potentials µe,µ, which provides us with
the following final B−L asymmetry in the strong wash-in limit [see the row for temperature regime (iii) in Tab. II],

µB−L = 123

494
µB1−B2 −

82

247
µd−s −

123

247
µu−d + 142−225Pτ

247

(
µe +µµ

)+ 225

247
µ∆⊥ . (S65)

(iv) T ∈ (
106, 109

)
GeV: Now all SM interactions except for the Yukawa interactions of the first SM fermion family are equi-

librated. We are therefore able to work in the standard
(
e,µ,τ

)
charged-lepton basis, the index α runs over all three

flavors, α= e,µ,τ, and we no longer need to consider any projection factors like P or Pτ. We find the following expres-
sions for the matrices S and C and the final B−L asymmetry in the strong wash-in limit (see also Tab. II),

S =


µu−d µ2B1−B2−B3 µe

− 37
716 0 − 265

716
− 13

179 0 23
179

− 13
179 0 23

179

 , C =


339
716

3
179

3
179

3
179

211
537

32
537

3
179

32
537

211
537

 , µB−L =− 7

17
µu−d − 3

17
µe . (S66)

(v) T ∈ (
105, 106

)
GeV: The only difference to temperature regime (iv) is that now all quark Yukawa interactions equilibrated,

such that the electron Yukawa interaction is the only SM interaction that has not yet reached chemical equilibrium.
This regime represents our benchmark scenario throughout most of our discussion in the main text. We find

S =


µe

− 5
13
4

37
4

37

 , C =


6

13 0 0

0 41
111

4
111

0 4
111

41
111

 , µB−L =− 3

10
µe . (S67)
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